
B A T H  F U R N I T U R E



A SOOTHING AT-HOME RETREAT WITH BATH 

FURNITURE FROM DURA SUPREME.

Water has a certain restorative quality to it … whether 

gurgling over stones in a brook, cascading over falls, or 

lapping gently against a sandy shoreline, it soothes and 

sustains.  Similarly, a bath environment can capture the same 

soothing qualities of water to create a serene, cleansing and 

healing sanctuary within your home.  

Our busy and hectic lifestyles leave us yearning for a private 

place where we can truly relax and indulge.  With amenities 

that pamper the senses and design elements inspired by 

luxury spas, bathroom environments are being transformed 

from the mundane and utilitarian to the extravagant and 

luxurious.  DIP into the pages of this design guide, SOAK 

in the ideas, IMMERSE yourself in inspiration, and LAVISH 

your private retreat with bath furniture from Dura Supreme.
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SOAK your senses in a tranquil spa environment with bath furniture 

from Dura Supreme.  A beveled glass door on the linen cabinet reveals 

neatly organized sundries and luxurious stacks of towels.  The bath bench 

offers a cozy seat for personal pedicures, and stores extra bath towels 

and lotions.  Minimize clutter and create a stress-free environment with 

bath furniture from Dura Supreme.
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Crestwood Cabinetry shown with “St. Augustine” door style in Lyptus with Chestnut/Charcoal Glaze finish.
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PLUNGE in with daring design elements to create a powder room  

with surprising appeal.  Small spaces call for big design details and the 

oversize legs create a compelling look below the vanity console.  A towel 

bar mounted to the side of the console keeps a hand-towel within easy 

reach.  Offering spacious views from every angle, the beveled mirror 

coordinates with the cabinetry. 

Designer Cabinetry shown with “Nob Hill” door style in Knotty Alder with Driftwood/Coffee Glaze finish.



CLEANSE the clutter by selecting bath furniture with spare  

sensibility.  Dura Supreme cabinetry designed as a sleek, simple 

washstand imbues the powder room with minimalist style.  A cobalt 

blue, vessel sink adds a splash of rejuvenating color to the serene 

surroundings which are perfectly complemented by the square legs 

and slatted shelf selected for the washstand.
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Crestwood Cabinetry shown with “Slab” drawer front in Cherry with Mocha finish.
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IMMERSE your bath in colors and styles that create an immediate 

response.  Traditional beadboard paneling accents the walls and the 

vanity table to evoke memories of weekends spent at the lakeshore 

cottage.  Bath cabinetry from Dura Supreme can be outfitted with 

charming details like beveled legs and rattan drawer fronts to create the 

environment most appealing to you.

Designer Cabinetry shown with “Arcadia Panel” door style with 
Rattan insert in Maple with Antique White/Espresso Glaze finish.



SUBMERGE yourself in a serene bath environment and enjoy some 

private time without feeling guilty.  Select the most inviting and 

luxurious materials to create a relaxing space that rejuvenates as it 

soothes.  Bath cabinetry from Dura Supreme is available in myriad 

styles and finishes to create the one and only look that’s perfect for 

your personal, private retreat.
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Designer Cabinetry shown with “Venice” door style in Maple with Ginger/Coffee Glaze finish.
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SPLASH some color in the master bath with thick, jewel-hued towels 

and opulent, brushed gold fixtures to complement the elegant vanity 

table by Dura Supreme.  Designed with stately, beveled legs and a 

convenient under-counter shelf for towels, the vanity table cradles 

a single or double sink basin.  A convenient stack of drawers can be 

planned between double sinks or on both sides of a single basin.
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Designer Cabinetry shown with “Chapel Hill Panel - Inset” door style in Cherry with Chestnut finish.



Alectra Cabinetry shown with “Napa Panel” door style with optional slab drawer fronts in Quarter-Sawn Red Oak with Cocoa Brown finish.
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“Arcadia Classic” door style in Knotty Alder with Wild Cherry finish.
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THE BATH HAS EVOLVED from its purist utilitarian 

roots to a more intimate and reflective sanctuary in which 

to relax and reconnect.  A refreshing spa-like environment 

offers a brisk welcome at the dawning of a new day or a 

soothing interlude as your day concludes.  

Bath cabinetry from Dura Supreme offers myriad design 

directions to create the personal harmony and beauty that 

are the hallmark of the bath sanctuary.  Immerse yourself 

in our expansive palette of finishes and wood species to 

discover the look that calms your senses and soothes your 

soul.  Your Dura Supreme designer will guide you through 

the selections and offer countless options for built-in 

cabinetry or freestanding bath furniture.
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C A B I N E T R Y

Simply Supreme.

300 Dura Drive, Howard Lake, MN 55349  www.durasupreme.com
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